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The most repeated phrases in the Bible, in both the Old Testament and the New Testament,

is “Fear not!” or “Have no fear!” or “Do not be afraid!” or “Be not afraid!” Some Biblical

scholars claim these phrases appear 365 times in the Bible, one for each day of the year!

I think if I had to choose one overriding emotion from 2020 and continuing into 2021 with

recent events, fear would definitely be at the top of my list! I started thinking about fear and

why is fear mentioned so much in the Bible and why is Jesus constantly telling us not to be

afraid? And what spiritual armor do we have to combat fear?

Today I’d like to look at fear and then the virtue and gift of Fortitude which can help us in

these times and in all time.

Jesus knows that nothing hinders our spiritual and psychological growth as much as fear.

Resistance to new challenges or changes in our lives can keep us spiritually and emotionally

immature. Fear also steals our joy, it traps us and prevents us from experiencing the

freedom given to us as Children of God. Fear is a favorite tool used by the Evil One to

enslave us. That is why Jesus as the Good Shepherd was constantly warning us about the

pitfalls of fear.

In the Catechism of the Catholic Church fear is one of the seven “passions” we have --- the

theological meaning of passion being the feelings or emotions that we use to seek good and

suspect evil, (CCC p1771).

The Catechism tells us that fear is a voluntary passion and neither morally good or evil in

and of itself. But fear does become so when we engage our reason and will either seeking to

manifest fear in virtue or pervert fear in vice, (CCC1773-74).

I think we have, unfortunately, seen very clearly in recent events like the attack on our

nation’s Capital how fear can turn into vice.
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So what can we do when the world seems to be spinning out of control? Just sit back? Hole

up in our homes?

NO. We can pray for, and develop with God’s help, the virtue and the gift of fortitude.

Fortitude is one of the four cardinal virtues. Cardinal meaning we can develop this virtue

through our own effort. Unlike the theological virtues of faith, hope and charity which are

gifts of God.

St. Thomas Aquinas points out in 12 articles in his Summa Theologica that the virtue of

fortitude is a “firmness of mind” or the resolve that allows us to do the good and endure

what is evil, even if it involves things that are arduous or difficult.

The virtue of fortitude is commonly called courage, but it is different from what we think of

as courage today. Fortitude is always reasoned and reasonable; the person exercising

fortitude is willing to put himself in danger if necessary, but he does not seek danger for

danger's sake. Fortitude always serves a higher purpose.

As Archbishop of El Salvador, Father Oscar Romero was a source of strength and hope for

the poor and the oppressed of his country. He worked with and for them, taking their

struggles as his own. Father Romero wrote and spoke passionately about the need for

Christians to work for justice, and he frequently faced threats and danger from those

opposed to his ideas.

On March 24, 1980, while celebrating the Eucharist, Saint Romero was shot and killed at the

altar by a death squad assassin. He paid the highest price for the commitment about which

he spoke so often and so eloquently. Because of his courageous stand for justice, he became

a saint and martyr not only for poor Salvadorans but for all people struggling to overcome

oppression and poverty. Today, his sermons are read as powerful reminders of our

obligation to fight for a just society. The example of Romero's courageous life and death

continue to inspire those who struggle for human dignity and justice.

How did Saint Romero have this supernatural courage? It is because while fortitude is a

cardinal virtue that we can develop it is also a gift from God. It is one of the seven gifts of

the Holy Spirit that we receive at our Confirmation. St. Thomas Aquinas points out the gift

of fortitude we get only through the guidance of the Holy Spirit. This gift differs from the

virtue in that it allows us to not only do the good but to actually achieve its final end, even it

if would cost our earthly life.

St. Thomas relates the Beatitude of “hungering and thirsting for righteousness” (Matthew

5:6) to the Spirit’s gift of Fortitude. Saint Augustine said this courage goes with those who

thirst because thirst makes us work hard to do whatever we need to satisfy that thirst.

(Thomas Aquinas: The Gifts of the Spirit: Selected Spiritual Writings. Selected by Benedict

Ashley, O.P)
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It is in martyrdom that we see the best example of fortitude rising above a mere cardinal

virtue (able to be practiced by anyone) into one of the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit.

Fortitude as a gift of the Holy Spirit also shows itself, as the Catholic Encyclopedia notes, "in

moral courage against the evil spirit of the times, against improper fashions, against human

respect, against the common tendency to seek at least the comfortable, if not the

voluptuous." In other words, fortitude is the virtue that helps us to stand up for what is

right, even when others say that Christian belief or moral action is "outdated."

Fortitude, as a gift of the Holy Spirit, also allows us to cope with poverty and loss, and to

cultivate the Christian virtues that allow us to rise above the basic requirements of

Christianity. The saints, in their love for God and their fellow man and their determination

to do what is right, exhibit fortitude as a supernatural gift of the Holy Spirit, and not merely

as a cardinal virtue.

How can we develop Fortitude? Here are three simple ways to begin the journey:

Ask for help. Have you noticed that the stories of Jesus’ healings always begin with

someone’s asking him, approaching him, or reaching out to him? He wants us to turn to

him. He will never leave us bereft.

Keep asking. Virtues become habits by constant practice. In his exhortation The Joy of the

Gospel, Pope Francis calls us to be “firmly rooted in prayer” as we call on the Holy Spirit for

courage to live our faith. Can you examine a typical day in your life and see if there are ways

you can speak with God more regularly?

Practice patience. Patience is an integral part of fortitude. Patience leads us to suffer in

silence, to cope with tiredness, with other people’s bad tempers, with injustice… and do it

all without complaint.  

Developing fortitude won’t happen overnight: it often takes years to nuture this special kind

of courage. Sometimes an image can help: Scripture often speaks of a rock. In one of his

parables, Jesus refers to the need to build upon rock, which means not just listening to his

words, but making an effort to put them into practice. Starting every day. Starting now.

As we journey together may we all work to develop the virtue of fortitude and pray for the

gift of courage as we move through these tumultuous times giving us peace, reason and

resolve through the workings of the Holy Spirit in Jesus Christ. Amen.

Questions for Reflection:

Can you name a fear that is presently hindering your spiritual and psychological growth?

How do you generally deal with your fears? Is it your tendency to ignore and deny fear? Or

do you tend to confront your fears and do what you can to deal with them in a constructive

way?  How do you think you can develop a stronger virtue of Fortitude?
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Questions for reflection

1. What word or phrase in the teaching touches you the most?

2. Does your Christian hope allow you to face the present differently?

3. How do you want to reflect hope to others this Advent?
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